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DEPRESSION DEAD
Members of '33 Show
'33 Class Day Celebrated Amid
Desperate Character Lynched
Unusual Leadership
Victory Of Prosperity And The
By Angry Mob Before Police
Downfall Of Ole Man Depression
Arrives; Sought For Many Crimes
0Distinctive Color Scheme of Yellow
And White Marks Decorations
SUCCESS OF DAY DUE TO
COMMITTEES
The depression is over—so is Junior day. Wtyat a depression! and
what a day! Ole man Depression is
dead and Prosperity has again begun his rightful reign. It was evident the minute one entered Harrison
this morning. For there was gold in
abundance, in the form of golden and
white streamers, covering every
thing. Money literally floated about,
in the shape of golden balloons stamped with white dollar marks. Immense
golden bag% of coins stood at the top
of the stairs, and the bulletin board
told everyone in black and white, or
rather yellow and white that Prosperity was H. T. C.'s midst and to
give him a great big hand.
Then after breakfast the Juniors
appeared (an old Junior custom—).
They, too, were most prosperous.
Each had a gold coin on her head and
a golden bag of money so large that
it reached from waist to chin—under
neath which it tied. The traditional
white dresses further added to their
appearance of sunniness and gaiety.
The chapel program, too, was a
wealth—of worthwhile things. In this
the theme of Joy prevailed. For the
processional the hymn "Love divine,
all love excelling" was used and for
the first hymn, "Rejoice ye pure in
heart."
The devotional exercises
were conducted by Betty Bush, president of the class, who also gave the
meaning and theme of Junior Day.
The poem "Joy" was read by Jane
Maphis and "After" by Leigh Cloughter was rendered by the Glee Club.
A talk on "Joy" was then given by
Dorothy Martin. As the recessional
"Bluestone Hill" was used.
(Continued to Page i)

H. T. C. Represented
By Miss F. Boehmer
DEAN

OF WOMEN ATTENDS
CONVENTION

Miss Florence E. Boehmer, dean of
women, represented H. T. C. at the
Sixth Annual Meeting of the National Association of Deans of Women,
which met at the Mayflower Hotel,
Washington, D. C, February 17-20,
1932.
The general topic for discussion at
the meeting was, "Squaring With
the Changing Social and Economic
Order." The delegate's met in sections depending on the type of school
in which they were interested. Round
table discussions were prevalent;
there were few general meetings. In
the Teachers College Section a discussion of dormitory and social regulations in the light of the psycho(Corilinued to page 6)
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An informal picture of the officers
and sponsors of the class of '33. From
left to right, standing: Sally Face,
Hamplon, business manager; Margaret Campbell, Richmond, vice-president; Miss Miriam Faries, sponsor;
Dr. H. G. Pickett, big brother; Chris
Childs, ©range, secretary; kneeling:
"Cootie" Melchor, Winston-Salem, N.
C, Billy Gibbons, mascot; Betty Bush
Long Island, N. Y., president,
Lowrie, Cuba, sergeant-at-ar;
absent from the picture.

Varsity Trounce
Farmville S

EXAMINATION REVEALS THAT
CLUB ROSTERS CONTAIN
MANY JUNIOR NAMES

Officers-elect Student Government
Association: Katye Wray Brown, president; Sarah Face, vice-president;
Laura Melchor, secretary-treasurer.
Officers-elect Y. W. C. A.: Emma
Jane Shultz, president; Elizabeth
Tudor, secretary; Rebecca Comer,
treasurer.
Officers-elect Athletic Association:
Emilyn Peterson, president; Margaret Campbell, vice-president.
Breeze Staff: Christobel Childs,
editor-in-chief elect, '32-33; Janet
Lowrie, business manager, '31-32;
Margaret Campbell, assistant business manager; Bernice Bowden, assistant business manager; Eloise
Thompson, society editor.
Schoolma'am Staff: Lois Drewry,
editor-in-chief elect, '32-33; Catherine Bard, business manager, '31-32.
Officers Junior Class: Elizabeth
Bush, president; Margaret Campbell,
vice-president;
Christobel Childs,
secretary; Laura Melchor, treasurer;
Sarah Face, business-manager; Janet
Lowrie, sergeant-at-arms.
Kappa Delta Pi: Lois Drewry;
Janet Lowrie; Dorothy Martin.
Scribblers: Katye Wray Brown,
chief scribe; Christobel Childs; Janet
Lowrie; Dorothy Martin.
Stratford Dramatic Club: Catherine Bardj^ Ba Hallett; Dor
Martina^
kjooner, busi
mana^
^ratton.
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FARINHOLT, SULLIVAN,
ROLSTON PLAY FINAL !
SITY BASKETBALL GAME
ON HOME COURT. SCORE
IS 32 TO 25 •
Rounding out a brillant season of
undefeated encounters on her own
floor the H. T. C. varsity sextet defeated her ancient rival, the Farmville basketball team, Thursday evening in the big gym by the score of 32
to 25 in a hard fought, tight game.
Almost immediately after the re■ional
feree's whistle sounded for the begin, Dea
ning of the game, Farmville scored,
lyde
P.
Harrisonburg retaliated, and the
associate^P^bf
Psychology
fight was on! The score see-sawed
from F. T. C. to H. T. C. and at the Education, has just been placed on
end of the half stood 14-10 in the visi- the list of "60 Educational Books of
tor's favor. Refreshed by the rest, 1931" in the March Journal of the
Harrisonburg came back with a bang National Education Association ac'o trounce the victors by the final cording to information recently received here.
score. Amid wild enthusiasm and
"This list is being more carefully
cheering of the crowd the purple and
selected
each year. Any author whose
gold swept on to victory. Good sportsbook
is
one
of the sixty may feel that
manship was an outstanding charhe
has
made
an important contribuacteristic of both factions. Farmville,
tion
to
educational
literature. This
always the most modest of victors and
selection
of
sixty
books
from several
the most gracious of losers, especialhundred
publications
on
education
ly displayed this trait.
has been prepared specially for the
According to all comments, this
Journal every year since 1924. It is
was the best game Harrisonburg has
being increasingly used by teachers
(Continued to Page i)
(Continued To Page 8)

Skit Portraying Death Of Depression
Is Presented At Junior Party
BROWN. BUSH, CHILDS ARE
AUTHORS
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In a recent election conducted by
the editor of the Junior Breeze, eight
girls were chosen by their class mates
for the different honors. From left to
right, standing: Katye Wray Brown,
Roanoke, most artistic and most original; Lucy Coyner, Waynesboro,
most athletic; Betty Bush, Long Island, N. Y., most typical Junior;
Catherine Bard, Norfolk, most dra^c and best looking; sitting: Helen
Charleston, West Va., most
£ "Cootie" Melchor, Winston. C, cutest and best dancer,
in, Norfolk, most brilliant
.likely to succeed; and Vir|ett, Cheriton, most stylish,
from the picture.

ts Select
Minor Officers
MELCHOR, RUBY, TUDOR,
R, CAMPBELL, MELSON,
[S, MANKE, LEMMON,
P, PARKINS CHOSEN

Old Man Depression, alias Starvation, Poverty, Unemployment, and
kindred names, was lynched at 9
o'clock in the Big gym by an angry
mob of the Junior Class who had
found him wandering around apparently hatching up another of his diabolical schemes.
Old Man Depression, wanted in
many cities for his desperate crimes
and facing extradition from every
state in the Union if caught, has been
fratically sought by^'a authorities
for over a year. The search for him,
however, spurred him on to deeds of
greater recklessness and daring. For
months he has terrorized the people
of the United States.
Upon their finding him, the class
of '33, swept by a universal power almost beyond their control, hanged
this dispicable derelict of society, and
reestablished Prosperity in her rightful place.
Thus was the skit, written by
Katye Wray Brown, Betty Bush and
Chris Childs, which was presented at
;he Junior Party to which the entire
faculty and student body were invited in the Big gym tonight.
The Junior Party capped the climax of the third class day of the
class of '33 with this party which
till further bore out the idea of
"Down with the Depression; long live
Prosperity." The class colors of yellow and white were carried out in
decorations, costumes, and theme.
The Junior Orchestra played for
dancing. Bridge and other amusements were provided for those who
did not care for the terpsichorean act.

Freshmen Defeat
Stuart Hall Six

md major election drew to
irch 1, leaving a pleasant
H. T. C. YEARLINGS DEFEAT
the forthcoming year at
VARSITY
The newly elected officers
lows: Sally Face, Hampton,
Running up a score of 48 to 28 the
dent Student Government; Harrisonburg freshmen basketball
elchor, Winston-Salem, N. team defeated the Stuart Hall varsity
reasurer-Secretary
Student team at Staunton, Virginia, Friday
nment; Virginia Ruby, Lynch- evening', March 4 in the Stuart Hall
iurg, Vice-president Y. W. C. A.; gymnasium.
Elizabeth Tudor, Thomasville, N. C, The first half of the game ending
Secretary Y. W. C. A.; Rebecca Com- with the score 21 to 17 in favor of
er, Jtoanoke, Treasurer Y. W. C. A.; Harrisonburg indicated -that—both
Margaret Campbell, Richmond, Vice- teams would have to work hard for a
president Athletic Association; Mar- victorious finish. The two crack forietta Melson, Eastern Shore, Busi- wards from Harrisonburg, however,
ness Manager Athletic Association; Pittman and McDonald soon broadenVirginia Jones, GordonsVille, Busi- ed the margin of the score and thus
ness Manager Breeze, Catherine marked another victory for HarrisManke, Hampton, Business Manager onburg.
Schoolma'am, Sarah Lemmon, AtlanThis is the first time for several
ta, Ga., Editor-in-chief Handbook, years that a freshman team from
Lois Bishop, Norfolk, Recorder-of- Harrisonburg has engaged in an inPoints; Pamelia Parkins, Norfolk, terscholastic game, according to
Head Cheer Leader.
Emilyn Peterson, Business Manager
(Continued to page 8/
(Continued to page 8)
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CAMPUS jj

Anrit Abigail

I guess you girls will all be busy
from now on until exams are over,
The University of California is to
so I've decided not to come out to the start soon to erect a set of new concollege anymore for my usual weekly crete baseball bleachers, in the form
TOM SAYS:
visit n Saturday, mornings until you of a half circle and capable of seatcome back from your Easter vaca- ing about 4,000 persons, at a cost of
"Hurrah! The Jolly Juniors
tion. But I decided I'd still send my $35,000.
— The Hullabaloo.
have killed ole man Depression.
letter,
anyway.
Long live, prosperity!" Amen!"
Wasn't the dance wonderful last
Dr. Temple Fay, of the Neuro-Surweek? This is a secret, of course, but
gery
department of the School of
Virginia's mother from upstairs: I sat up in the balcony and watched
Medicine
at Temple University, reand if I hadn't been so old and rheu'What time is it Virginia?"
cently
urged
the students to banish
ntatic I think I would have come
"Oh, Bill's watch isn't going."
worries.
He
branded
anxiety as an
down and danced, too.
"How 'bout Bill?"
"enemy to health," declaring that it
But it was so different from the
resulted from ignorance of forces and
way
we danced when I was young.
Junior trying to find out in formacircumstances which we do not fully
tion from a Freshman—"I suppose Times have certainly changed! We comprehend.
that your home town is one of those were ro much more dignified and
—Brackety-Ack.
where everyone goes to meet the stately then than we are now. Our
dances were graceful fox-trots, and
train?"
slow romantic waltzes. But today I
Here are some of the questions
Freshman—"What train?"
hear of the "shag" and the "sugar- asked of college girls in seeking firstDetour—The roughest distance be-,foot" an<* wonder what thia modem hand information for an article on
tween two points.
I generation is coming to.
"the College Girl's Ideal Man." This
However, I didn't care about how; questionnaire was sent out by The
The old song, "I can't give you you danced. The men were so young,! Daily Tar Heel, University of North
anything but love Baby" was about nice, and happy-looking, and you Carolina's newspaper.
girls were like flowers—some in white
two years too early.
Do you prefer blondes or brunetresembled human lilies-of-the-valley, tes?
*
Haga—"Why can't you say some- others were like roses, or apple-blosMust your ideal man necessarily be
soms, and I even saw one instance handsome and of an athletic build?
thing?"
Freddie—"Why waste words. The where tulips were represented.
Does his social or financial status
depression is on."
I must honestly confess that I had matter much in your estimation?
never before heard such music to
Must he have an automobile? ?
A boy in Virginia Theatre as dance with. I hears a girl say that
Do you care most for the so-called
Freshman five filled in row in front she'd never heard such a good orchestypical
college boy with his "cute"
of him: "Hey! Down in front, down tra, and really, I thought the music
actions
and bright sayings, or one
in front."
was funny! I didn't hear any of the
Freshmen in chorus, "What's down dear old pieces like "Sweet Rosie. who is quiet, reserved, and serious

Although our inexperience and unfitness caused many mistakes in our
Freshman year, we are certain of one extremely wise thing at least, and that
is the choice of our sponsors Miss Faries and Dr. Pickett, and our mascot,
Billy Gibbons.
Time has-served to make them all the more valuable, for in the past two
and a half years we have <*ome to realize that we could never have reached
such limits as we have without their aid.
The apparently unlimited fund of ideas, the true interest, and the material aid which we have gleaned from Miss Faries and Dr. Pickett has piloted us over dark periods more than once. The childish faith, and simply
youth of Billy has helped us many times to view this world of ours in a
there?"
truer, clearer light.
Each of them has provided true inspiration for us, and has made himMiss Lanier—"Why are you late toself so much a part of us, that we feel confident that our successive years
day?"
shall be even more fruitful than the preceeding ones.
V. Orange—"For class, of course!"

O'Grady, A Bicycle Built for Two,"jminded?
or such things. And I missed them!. Must he be a good dancer?
Shall he wear a mustache?
But although it sounded queer to me,
What habits do you most admire
I felt as though I wanted to dance,
too. But I would have disgraced my- in a man, and do you object to his
j self had I tried any of those dances! smoking or drinking?
What technique in love making do
Instructor—"Use
the
word
PiccoNow please don't think I'm scolding
TO THE FRESHMEN
lo."
you because of the way you dance— you prefer from your ideal man?
What is your opinion of the "heavy
Small Boy—"When I climb a fence far from it! I'm merely stating my
We, the Junior class, bear greetings t oyou, our little sisters on this— I pick a low one."
reactions. I remember my grand- lover?"
our class day. To you we would wish to convey some semblance of what your
—Campus Comments
mother used to tell me how they dancrelation means to us.
"And what would you do if I put i ed the minuet, and when I was young,
we laughed at the minuet, so you can
Mingled emotions confront us as we look back over the months which we you in the guard house?"
Ei hteen
»
seniors, including one
"I'd light a Murad, and then I'd see that dances, like everything else, I
have spent on this campus, it is with an abiding sense of gratitude that we
c ed were elected to the V p
view your unceasing efforts to befriend each one of your big sisters. At all sing, "I'll be glad when you're dead, change styles. Even now the latest °- - - *'
Phi Kappa Phi, National Honorary
times has i', been your loving kindness and gracious aid that have led us over you rascal you."
fashions are passing into oblivion.
Scholarship Fraternity, at a recent
the rough spots of this year. As we begin to realize that two quarters of
I know that I enjoyed that dance as
your freshman year is almost a thing of the past, a deep sense of regret
College girl motto:If the dress fits much as anyone who was there did. meeting.
—Virginia Tech.
is felt. Pride also enters in—pride in you and all that you have meant to.us -borrow it!
I guess I'll have to try to teach Augand to the school.
ustus to dance, and then, maybe if it
Eve: "Quick,Adam; the baby swal- wasn't too much trouble, and you
And so, little sisters, on this—our class day we wish for you every iota
Nothing worries a girl more than
wouldn't mind, maybe—maybe you'd to discover that the man after her
of joy and happiness that you brought us. May we repay it! Sister class, lowed a safety pin." '
But Adam just laughed, and laugh- ask us to be chaperones at the next own heart isn't after it at all.
we extend to you our greetings and our love.
ed 'cause he knew all the time safety one, would you?
—Queens Blues
pins hadn't been invented.
"Is it raining, girls?"
i
A SISTERLY TRIBUTE
In celebrating the Bicentennial of
Bright one: "No, only water so D^ Aunt Abigail,
What to do? What to do? I'm in a George Washington's birthday the B.
far »
must awful awful mess, and I must
Y. P. U. of Bridgewater College gave
Junior Day!! Juniors, words cannot express our hope for your prosperhaVe
me help and advice from
u the following qualities of WashingCootie: "What do you think of one
f
y° ity on this day and the days to come. If it was only in our power to give it
I"* dear auntle- Your advice to ton:
to you, prosperity would be yours. Big Silsters, you have done wonders for room as a whole?"
Washington was:
Emma Jane-"As a hole its pretty °thers bas been wond"ful and now I
us. In September when we arrived on campus—ignorant, dumb and scared
come
to
you
with
my
first
big
prob1. In youth true.
as to what to do next—who came to our aid? The Juniors, of course. You good, but its not much of a room."
lem.
First
let
me
tell
you
a
little
2. In old age wise.
have indeed been lovely to us and we hope you know how much we appreciate
something
about
myself.
I
have
brown
3. In manhood brave.
it.
If you can't get a laugh from this
curly
hair,
pretty
apple
cheeks,
dim4. In memory immortal.
As you all travel along another milestone of college life we hope every column, burn this issue and listen to ples, and am considered very attracWashington was called:
joy and happiness may come your way. But if along this road you come upon the flames roar!
tive by my friends (both sexes). The
1. Defender of his. country.
hardships—as you undoubtedly will—remember your sister class is willing
other
day
something
terrible
happen2. Founder of liberty.
Lib—"Why do you keep your money
and ready to help you at any time in any way. Don't fail to call "on us. Reed. While down town with some of
3. Friend of man.
under
your
matress?"
member, too, we will uphold you in anything you undertake.
my
cohorts,
we
went
in
one
of
the
4. The soul of a nation.
Cootie-^"Oh, I just like to have
This is your day—take advantage of all opportunities that come your
little
gift
stores.
And
I
just
love
little
—The B. C. Bee.
something to fall back on!"
way today and every day. Our one hope is that we may leave footprints on
gift stores, Oh, my yes. All of a sudthe sands of time resembling those of our dear sister class—The Juniors.
Turner—"Miss Aiken, can a person den I saw the cutest thing—a little
Eight of the students of the college
be punished for something he hasn't china dog. And if there's anything of William and Mary Cchool of AviaI like any better than dogs—it's more
done?"
dogs.
This one was adorable, and tion have recently received pilot's
ON BEING JUNIORSMiss Aiken—"Why of course not."
licenses. These are the first flyers
Turner—"Well, I haven't done my I just had to touch it. So I reached to be licensed from the first college
for
it,
picked
it
up,
and
held
it
out
in
Juniors! The very sound of the word itself stands for jollity—joy—the art."
front of me. How I wish I had it for in the country to have a course in
personification of gaiety. And that is what the class of '33 is attempting
my very own! But at the present I flight instruction as a part of the
to live up to—on this day.
Nowadays when folks come to the
haven't "the paper that all the world regular curriculum.
As we look backward and review the last three years—on this our third parting of the ways, they start a gas is after." To get back to my story
—The Flat Hat.
class day, mingled emotions confront us. In spite of our joy in being Jolly station.
—as I went to put the dog back on
Juniors, we are saddened when we recall that this is our third day—and
the shelf—now here's the terrible terHarvard has abolished Yale locks
Marietta: "I always have so much
that there is but one more year—and one more day to us. We are glad when
rible thing—something went snap. from its dormitories. In line with this
we think of all the glorious things that have happened to us here at H. T. C. work kto do, I never feel done."
At first I thought it was just the rather startling policy of patriotism,
And we are proud—proud of the heritage left to us by our Big Sisters—the Liz: "You must be in awful raw jar, but when I took a second look, it will be but a matter of time until
class of '31—proud of our Little Sisters who have already come to mean so state."
I found the dog broken. Yes broken, the Vassar student body puts a ban
much to us—proud of (are we say it?) proud of our class and of its achieve- Overhead: "I would like to take and so in my little heart And the on Smith cough drops and Yale takes
ments.
up horseback riding, but I can't de- worst thing is that the dog belongs drastic action against the Harvard
We greet you, fellow class mates, and wish for you a portion of that cide whether to ride the first or last to a set, but after talking awhile with classics.
same joy which we claim as our birthright!
(Continued to page 8)
half."
—Oregon Emerald.
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THE

SOCIETY
The Social Committee sponsored
an informal dance in the little gym
Saturday night for the students who
didn't attend the Cotillion Dance.
Miss Lucille Hinnant, Messers
Spivey Sharrar and Luen Coleman
were the guejts of Lois Bradshaw,
and Elsie Meelhiem Sunday.
Virginia and Margfhuerite Bass
had as their guest their mother over
the week-end.
Miss Alice Tatum spent the weekend in Lawrenceville, Virginia.
Many students and faculty members attended the basketball game
Friday night at Staunton—Stuart
Hall vs. Harrisonburg Freshmen.
.Among those attending are, Dr. Duke,
Mrs. Cook, Dr. and Mrs. Converse,
Mr. Logan, Dr. Pickett, Mr. Shorts,
Martha Lonis, Evelyn Bowers, Martha Warren, Pete Peterson, Kitty
Wherrett, Julia Duke, Vivian Hobbs,
Hattie Courter, Mary Haga, Kay
Carpenter, Dot Lipscomb, Pam Parkins, Bobbie Cook, Betty Bush, Olive
Roberson, Ann Moore, Frances LaNeave, Lucy Coyner, Elqise Thompson. The Freshman squad included
Mary VanLandingham, (capt.) Aenia.Fultz, Billy Milnes, Julia Courter,
Emily Pittman, Douglas MacDonald,
Mike Buie, Edith Todd, Eva Riggins,
Hattie Ruth Tate, Geneva Peters.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Williams and
Elwood Jr. of Norfolk, are the weekend guest of Dot.
*
Honoring Red Fleming, who will
graduate at the close of this quarter,
Lena Early and Lorene Sutpheir entertained a number of friends at a
buffet supper Sunday night. The supper was planned as a surprise for
Red, and it was very successful. Jack
Hobbs and Moonbeam Bowden took
turns at keeping Red away from her
room where the party took place, until the designated hour arrived.
Red was presented an attractive
scrap book by the friends who enjoyed the party. These were Moonbeam
Bowden, Lena Early, Jack Hobbs,
Lqna Joyce, Elva Mason, Frjances
Reynolds, Lorene Sutpheir, Marion
Torrence, Elizabeth Thomas, Mildred
Weaden, and Imogene Whittington.
THE JUNIOR OFFICERS AS
SEEN BY THE FRESHMEN
(By Helen Kitchen)
Gee, wonder if we will ever get like
our big sister class the Jolly Juniors—Take Betty Bush their president—always smiling and so willing
to help. Betty we won't forget our
first few freshman meetings—Betty
was right there giving good advice—
oh, well let's go on now—to Sally
Face—you surely know Sally she's always around making noise and having a bi gtime— Then too, we can say
the same for Sally she's willing and
jenerous—Never mind now lets hurry on and see Cootie Melchor who is
bubbling over with fun and a chief
noise maker—Remember when we
first saw her leading cheers with Sally—what fun we all had.
£|ay—do you know Chris Childs—
Just that good ole friendly type and
we freshmen know that she works,
too. For instance glance at the
Breeze and see for yourself.
By the way heres Janet M. Lowrie
—the smiling type and .plenty good
natured. Surely you've seen her and
if so she's greeted you with a smile
and Hello—
I'm telling you Junior officers are
great thing's and heres hoping our
class can skip right on through as
they have—
Betty—Sally—Cootie—Chris and
Janet we admire you greatly!

KRISTIN LABRANSDATTER
By Sigrid Undset

BREEZE

Virginia and Bill were strolling
down the street, undecided as to
whether to go to a movie or not. When
they reached the theatre, there was
a large placard announcing, "The
Woman Always Pays."
"Well, I guess we'll go in there,"
said Bill.

Kitty: "If I cut a piece of paper
into 2Q pieces, and then into 40 what
(Reviewed by Chris Childs)
would I have?"
If the season's superlatives had Julia: "Confetti!"
not been exhausted already, I should
be tempted to use a few of them in
Virginia: "What did you write
criticizing Kristin Labransdatter for your farm article on?"
it has been quite a long time since
Chris: "Milk—but I had to conany volume has held my attention so dense it."
completely as did this novel by Sigrid
Undset.
My granddad, viewing earth's
In this story of Norwegian life of worn cogs,
'jhe Viking period, Sigrid Undset has
Said things were going to the dogs.
indeed presented an epoch-making
novel. She is well qualified to write
His granddad, in his house of logs,
a novel of this type, for it has been
Said things were going to the dogs.
in conjunction with her father, Dr.
His granddad, in the Flemish bogs,
Inguald Undset, one of the greatest
Said things were going to the dogs.
archaeological scholars of Norway,
that she has worked in order to proHis granddad, in his old skin togs,
vide for herself a clear conception and
Said things were going to the dogs.
a proper appreciation of the life of
medieval Norway.
But this one thing I have to state,
Kristin Labranadatter is not a
The dogs have had a good long wait.
twice-told tale, but a vividly chronicl(Quoted recently by the Pres. of
ed, record of things seen through the
Colgate.)
eyes of this brilliant novelist; it is
not ladylike book, but a man's story
AUNT ABIGAIL
written for adult minds.
(Continued from page 2)
In truth the plot is a little obscure the salesman, he said I'd only have
in its workings, but I believe that the to pay for the one I broke. That helps
obscurity is of little importance and but still where will I get 75c. Oh
that what is important is the attitude dear!
of the author that permits her to be
Tragically,
so loose in construction. Sigred UndCrewe.
aet is not a slave to the current re- My dear little niece from Crewe,
pertorial conventions of the novelist
Dry your little eyes. Worse things
—that is what the heedlessness of have happened. Save your ice cream
credible detail signifies to me. In a cone money, and soon you will be able
a day when the novelist has become to pay for its. Then when you do, go
patently descriptive (and uninspir- down to the store, get the pieces, buy
ed), she appears with the old told :ome glue—and put the dog back toattitude of dealing with incidents for gether again. Then you will have
the sake of imaginative penetration paid for the damages, and have the
into them.
dog that you wanted. Don't worry
Sigrid Undset's characters are real about the cracks; they will make a
flesh and blood creatures whose veins £ood story for your grandchildren.
pulsate with the sheer joy of living.
Aunt Abby.
They are definite beings—not mere
personifications of a type of a race.
Minor characterization is one of- the
greatest features of this book. Every
character, no matter how insignificant, is treated with such care and
minuteness of detail that he stands
In response to the question "What
out separately and distinctly from
do you wish for the successor to your
every other character.
office?"—
Kristin Labransdatter is the cenHarriet A. Ullrich, president of
tral figure of this gripping novel. the Student Government Association,
One reading of the book is not suf- answered; "To my successor, Katye
ficient to understand thoroughly this Wray Brown, I wish a most successcharacter, but a second—and some- ful administration in order that Stutimes a third reading is necessary to dent Government at H.T.C. may grow
really appreciate Kristin. Her person- and have a vital part in growth of
ality is not one that flatantly forces each individual that is a member of
it-jelf upon the attention of the read- this organization."
er, but rather its charm gradually
Pauline Efford, president of the Y.
asserts itself.
W.C.A., stated, "I trust that my sucFriend Nikulanausson, the bfero, cessor may formulate definite plans
c
.eenv to be rather the victim of for each phase of our work on camcruel circumstances and his own self- pus, and that these plans may be of
("ndulgence. He is selfish—thinking a permanent nature.
She should
only of his own pleasures and desires; 'trive that the Y.W.C.A. felt in its
although it must be admitted that broadest and widest scope and not
Kristin is rather weak and not al- only by its local contributions."
together guiltless.
"As my successor, Lois Drewry,
Taken all in all, Kristin Labrans- plans The Schoolma'am I hope that
datter is an exceptionally fine novel she will select a theme which lends
—a work done with a brilliance that it elf easily to the activities of the
solidity of its conception and execu- school year. I should like to suggest
tion. There is much beauty of prosgHhat she strive for an early start,
and always there is a sort of lumin- good photography, and system of
ons quality that one is hard put to work," declared Margaret Moore,
it to define, but which is present, editor-in-chief The Schoolma'am.
nevertheless.
Catherine Howell, editor-in-chief of
Sigrid Undset is, primarily, a story | the Breeze, declared, "I hope that my
letter; she puts on no airs of rhe-, successor will have the same success
toric nor does she lapse into simplism, and oooperation from the Student
The unexpected phase, the humor, the Body that I have had and that the
vigor of her work-all blend to pro- Breeze will continue to serve as a
duce this powerful novel.
means of expression for students.
Martha Warren, president of the
Agent: "Don't you want your Athletic Association, was absent from
school furnishings insured against campus at the time the Breeze went
theft?"
to press and the reporter was thereDr. Duke: "Yes, all but the clock. fore, unable to obtain a statement
Everybody watches that!"
from her.
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Page Three

Junior Songs
(Tune of "Sailing, Bailing")
Depression, depression
Everyone talks of thee
But the Junior class
Is learning fast
To praise Prosperity
You know, we know
He puts us on the top
We wish him health who brings
us health
And may depression flop.

CALENDAR
Friday, March 11—8:00 p. m.
Junior party in the Big Gym.
Saturday, March 12—8:00 p. m.
Freshman party in the Big
Gym.
Sunday, March 13—1:30 p. m.
Y. W. C. A.
Monday, March 14—Exams.
Tuesday, March 15—Exams.
Wednesday, March 16—Exams.
6:30 p.m. Dancing in Little
Gym.
Thursday, March 17—Spring
Quarter begins.
6:30 p.m. Y.W.CA.
. %
Friday, March 18—6:30 V'm.
Dancing in Big Gym.
6:30 p. m. Page, Lee, Lanier
meeting.
8:00 p.m. Alumnae Association Minstrel Show.

(Tune of "Marcheta")
The Juniors are singing
Their praises are ringing
Their bringing their colege so dear
The Senior, The Sophomore, The
Freshmen and classmates
They'll honor and always revere.
And in the years these thoughts will
stay with us
And turn all our work into play.
And later when leaving
Although we'll begrieving
TEXT BY GIFFORD AND
We'll always remember this day.
SHORTS ON SELECTED LIST
(Continued from Page 1)
Deep down in our hearts we have a and students in education and as a
feeling for you
guide for library buying," stated Mr.
Oh! yes! a feeling for you
Jay Elmer Morgan, editor of the
And we sing to you because
Journal of the N. E. A. in a letter to
We know you're true blue
Mr. Shorts.
Ah yes! know you're true blue
Among the colleges and universiSo dear Freshmen Class
ties who have placed orders for
We'll keep on thinking of you
Problems in EdEur.ational PsychoOh! yes! and loving you too
logy are University of Southern
For we have a sisterly feeling for you California; University of Georgia;
Deep down in our dearts.
University of Kansas; University of
Texas; University of Utah; Univer(Tune of "Where the Blue of Night") sity of Washington; University of
After two years of work we are now Denver, Col.: University of ChatJuniors tsrong
tanooga, Tenn.; Smith College, Mass.,
Juniors proud and true
Dartmouth College, New Hampshire;
And the Freshmen we love as our own Hunter College, N. Y.; Pennsylvania
sister class
State College; Boston University,
Mass.; New Jersey College for WoAre the dearest and true blue.
men; College of the City of New
To the Seniors we wish luck
York; Southern Methodist University
To the Sophomores joy and peace
And the time soon shall come when Texas; College of the Pacific, Cal.;
Auora College, 111.; Goshen College,
we'll not be as one
Ind.; Springfield College, Mass.; St.
But Friendships will not cease.
Olaf College, Minn.; College of St.
Teresa, Minn.; St. Louis University,
(Tune of "West Virginia")
Mo.; Kenka College, N. Y.; Hartwich
Here's to our Sisters
College, N. Y.; Lenoir Rhyne College,
Here's to our Sisters
The Freshman class we all N. C; Kent State College, Ohio;
Miami University, Ohio; Lafayette
adore
College, Pa.; Westminister College,
We love the Seniors
Pa.; Carnegie Institute of TechnoWe love the Sophomores
But it's the Freshmen we'll fight logy, Pa.; Dhode Island State Colllege; Winthrop College, S. C; Baylor
for
University, Texas; Whitmouth ColYou've got the pep girls
lege, Wash.; Whitman College,
You've got the pep girls
Wash.; Marshall College, West VirWe feel that later when we pass
ginia;
Teachers College, Ma*fciette,
You'll fight hard and long to
Mich.;
Teachers
Colhjge, Shippinburg
carry on
Pa.; Teachers College, Johnson City,
The Standards of your sister
Tenn.; Teachers College, Harrisonclass.
burg, Va.; Teachers College, Eau
Claire, Wis.; Teachers College, Mil(Tune of "Neopolitan Nights")
Oh! Junior Class, we'll always love waukee, Wis.; Normal School, Bridgewater, Mass.; Normal School, Farthee
ingban, Mass.
Thy name we'll cherish forevermore
You stand for friendship, spirit and
honor
We are proud of your name of Junior Class.

Dr. Phillips Tells
Of Childhood Conceptons Of God

Dear fellow class mates
In song we'll praise thee
Among our friends here have we been
happy—
"My conception of God in my child
We'll always love our Alma Mater
hood days was^that he was like my
As we live thru the years we'll love father but was up above peeping over
her more.
a loft, it seemed like, watching every
thing I did, the bad things especial(Tune of "Smile Darn You Smile") ly," said Dr. Phillips! in her talk
Smile Juniors Smile
Friday in chapel on fundamental
Come on let's show them why it is Religion.
we're gay
he continued, "It was my good forSmile Juniors Smile
tune a few years ago to hear a misWe konw that that's the thing
sionary to Labrador lecture. He said
That drives the blues away—
he did not care whether a man was
We wan't to prove to Seniors, Sopho- a Protestant, Jew, Mohammedan or
mores and Freshmen
what as long as he carries with him
That Jolly Juniors can be called the the two thoughts, have faith and see
best men
the need of the world as Christ saw
They make life worth while
it."
Because they Smile always Smile.
Plato's remark was, "I will follow
the truth wherever it may be."
Dr. Frederickson: "What were the
She concluded her talk with the
inhabitants of ancient Egypt called?" fact that on expanding, faith is etao
Eubank: "Mummies."
that grows with the years.
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Page Four

Pages, Laniers, Lees
Conduct Meetings
LITERARY SOCIETY CONTINUES
QUARTER'S WORK

'33

CLASS DAY CELEBRATED
AMID VICTORY OF PROSPERITY AND THE DOWNFALL OF OLE MAN
DEPRESSION
(Continued from page 1)
During the service, Betty Bush,
Margaret Campbell, Chris Childs,
Sally Face, "Cootie" Melchor, Janet
Lowrie—and the sponsors was seated
on the stage.
The Juniors are not only prosperous and joyous but al?o successful.
Unquestionably the day has been a
success, and this success, in a large
measure, has been due, in addition to
the officers and counsellors to the committees. The chairman of which are:
Art and Posters, Martha Surber;
Contests, Margaret Campbell; Costumes, Martha Franklin, Perorations
Bernice Bowden; Food, Virginia
Richards; Junior night, Betty Bush;
flong and yells, Cootie Melchor;
Trizes, Sally Face. The Skit—Katye
Wray Brown, Betty Bush, and Chris
Childs; The Breeze—Chris Childs.

Bringing to a close their respective
projects for the quarter the Page,
Lee and Lanier Literary Societies
held their weekly meeting Friday
night, March the fourth where each
furnished a program revelent to the
subject of study for the past eleven
weeks.
The Page Lietrary Society which
has been making a detailed study of
the Sort Story furnished an O'Henry
program.
An introduction to
O'Hqnry's life was given by Kay
Butt?, a criticism of his works by
Margaret Eure and one of his stories
"The Lick Penny Lover" was read
by Dorothy Martin.
The Lee Literary Society which has
been making certain changes in its
constitution continued this revision
at the last meeting.
The Lanier Literary Society which
has been making a magazine study
concentrated its attention on the Harper's Magazine this week, and the exCAMPBELL AND EPPERSON
traction "Red Riding Hood and the
LEAD
Wolviqs" was used by Catherine
Twyford as the Friday night proThe Y.W.C.A. program Thursday,
gram.
February 25 conducted by Margaret
Campbell consisted of a solo, EvenFAMOUS REMARKS
ing Prayer by Margaret Eure and
Most people try everything when the reading of a poem, Sanctuary by
they are young except moderation— Dorothy aMrtin.
B. D. Montague.
The exercises in Y.W.C.A. which
were led by Grace Epperson opened
ossip must aften have been liken- with a reading of Thanatopsis, by
ed to the winged insects bearing pol- Jane Maphis, after which Inez Graylen to the flowers; it fertilizes many beal rendered a solo, My Task. The
a vacuous reverie.—George Meredith. program concluded with Mary Cloe
reading To a Water Fowl.

Y. W. C. A. Holds
Regular Meetings
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would be an unnecessary adventure
probably resulting in dissatisfaction
of students and humiliation of Alma
Mater.
No
Athletes should not be allowed to
participate in all college sports because such a plan permits the sports
to be monopolized by a few. College
sports should be divided up among as
large a number of students as possible. Physical exercise is not the
only benefit derived from participation in intercollegiate athletics. The
experience is worthwhile from the
standpoint of sportsmanship and visits to- other schools.
All .students
pay their athletic fees and therefore
all students are entitled to the benefits derived therefrom. There is nothing sacred about absolute freedom of
competition. Rules should be enacted which would help divide up the
benefits from athletics among a large
number of students.
My second contention is that continuous participation on athletic
teams throughout the year is not
beneficial to the athletes themselves.
One can get too much of a good
thing. No ordinary individual has
time to participate in athletics .all
the year around and still be a first
class student. He must spend from
3:30 to 6:00 p. m. every evening in
practicing and dressing; classes are
missed when the team goes away; and
fatigue from long hard practices
make it impossible for the student to
do effective mental work at night.
Football players usually let their
parallel work pile up until after the
season is over. If basketball and base
ball men do not do their's at the beginning of the semester before the
season starts they are usually forced
to do a relatively poor quality of
work.

Whatever the politics of a country
Each student should have at least
may be, the machine is a communist. SHOULD ATHLETES BE ALLOWED
TO
PARTICIPATE
IN
ALL
part
of each semester during which
—Louis Mumford.
COLLEGE SPORTS?
he participates in no athletic activities.
Con there be a more horrible obYes
jeqt in existence than an eloquent
Those college athletes unable to
man not sepaking the truth?—Car- keep their grades above the passing "THE TEST OF THE PUDDING"
lyle.
mark ought, perhaps, to be restricted
The subject of kissing was debated
in participation in sports, but it with much earnestness for a half
Religion without the supernatural would not be wise, both fro mthe hour the other evening, between the
ceases to be religion.—Bishop Man- standpoint of the average college and tall, baritone, campus shiek and a
of the individual student having ath- certain young lady of the moment's
ning.
letics as his extra-curricular activity, favor. "L" insisted that it was posto limit the number of sports inwhich sible for a man to kiss at will, wheMy life is like a stroll upon the he may take part
ther she chose to permit it or not. The
beach, As near the water's edge as
Athletes should be allowed to par- maiden was firm in maintaining that
I can go.—Henry D. Thoreau.
ticipate in all sports for their own such was not the case. Finally it was
good.
To those whose Success in de-cided that the only solution of the
It is entirely possible a "racketeer their vocation may depend on their question must be by a practical demking" may arise in a few years and skill and practical knowledge of all onstration one way or the other. So
control tihe business of the country. sports, a limitation of their participi- they tried it. They clinched; the bat—Rosalie Loew Whitney.
tation, merely to give some 'inferior' tle was on. After a lively tussle, they
player a chance to represent the col- broke away. The girl had been kissed
lege, would be an unjust handicap. A ardently for a period of minutes.
Rediculous as a wig on the head of
person having arrived at college age Her comment showed an undaunted
Apollo.—Anonymous.
and intelligence who is spending time rpirit. "Oh, well, you really didn't
and money in college ought to be al- win fair," she said. "My foot slipped
The reason young people do mad lowed to chose his own extra-curricu- .... let's try it again."
and terrible things is that they are lar activities. Unless, of course, they
bored.—Ernest Thesiger.
interfere with his scholastic accomplishments of a serious extent.
A VARSITY TROUNCES
FARMVILLE SEXTET
A fine woman, like a fortified town student so thoroughly of an athletic
(Continued from page 1)
. . . demands a regular siege; and we nature that he is good in all sports
ever
played
and Farmville possesses
would
not
likely
put
the
leisure
time
must even allow her the honors of
one
of
the
best
team H. T. C. has ever
placed
at
his
disposal,
as
a
result
of
war, to magnify the greatness of our
having
been
debarred
from
sports,
encountered.
It
is especially fitting
victory.—Hugh Kelly.
into any other beneficial or construc- that the season should be terminated
tive activity. The loss of time due with such a flourish, for this game
Mass production is simply produc- to sports cannot be used as a con- marks the end of the collegiate bastion for the masses.—Edward A. Fil- demning argument against participa- ketball participation on H. T. C. floor
ene.
tion in all college sports. There are j for four members of the H. T.
many college students taking part in ' team—Mary ("Wally"): Farinholt,
In France, political principles are various student activities and other caplain, Anna Lyons Sullivan, former
as varied as a resturant bill of are. outside work who spend much more captain, Frances Rolston, and Julia
time on their extra-curricular activi- Duke.
—Balzac.
The line-up follows:
ties than an athlete does in sports.
Atihletes sheuld-he alowed to par- H. T,C. (32)
F. T. C. (26)
Science is merely the skilled use of ticipate in all sports because colleges, Sullivan (16)
RF. Snedgar (10)
the mind and the stores of human especially small ones, would not be Hobbs (16)
LF. . Fraser (15)
knowledge about any problem.—Max fairly or justly represented by their Neblett
JC
Quissenbury
Eastman.
teams if several athletes were pro- Rolston
SC
Edwards
hibited from playing. This would lead Farinholt (c)
RG
Sanders (c)
Education, like politics, is a rough to concentration on one or two sports Duke
LG
Burger
affair, and every instructor has to at the expense of all others. A small
Officials—Fogg, Rogers (Sweetshut his eyes and hold his tongue as college would be in a sad plight in- briar).
though he were a priest.—Henry deed if she wuld use her athletes in
Scorers—Ross, Peterson.
Adams.
only a limited number of sports. That
Timekeepers—Wherrett, Bosworth.

■» "Good ev'ning, sir! Is my intrusion
on
| Your woodland here?" Her face was
Poetry is a shadow AtkiSj}, a
charming when
fairy for the next dance.
She uttered words, and I, so stricken

POETRY

with
THE BATTLE OF BLUE,MQUNT|S-ul'P,:isenroo

and

drinking in her beauty

. '
Without expression for an interval.
By chance I stumbled on a path thatlThen stammering and wond'ring if I
lost
dreamed,
It?, way deep in the heart of one long r que9tioned in repiyi "This wood is
wood.
none
It was a solitary place, and all
Of mine—but who are you, and why
The trees were worn with drowsy Alone in dismal solitude?" Her eyes
weariness.
Ne'er left my face, but seemed to bare
The way grew dark without one call
and read
of bird
My soul. "Sir, I have wandered long
Or pointed gleam of star, and I could
and far
nought
• ,
Nor am afraid of wilds at night. The
But hope to follow wisely through the
trees'
night
Tall darkened forms but shelter me
Of bleak uncertainty with growing
in their
fear.
Long shadows, and my fire is warmly
And all prevailing doubt as to the
bright."
right
Direction of my unfamiliar course.
I loved this woman, son, and torn with
mad desire
As if in answer to the frantic That drove me from myself, I knelt
though
before
That rose and surged and strove with- Her, misery stricken, fearful with
in my mind.
dismay.
There touched upon my ear the She gave a little cry and touched a
sweetes sounds
badge
That e'er did flow and make escape Upon my uniform, her fingers white
from throat
And trembling. With a sob she fell
Of woman, music-souled, a languid,
against
soft
Mv breast, and filled with wondering
And liquid-noted melody that filled
I held
And soothed my turmoiled heart. Her there as one would hold a weepWith renewed strength
ing child,
And ardent purpose of desire, I made And kissing her, forgetful of my lack
All haste that could be made on such Of right . . . But—strange—she drew
a night
not from my arms'
Of ebon atmosphere in such a place. Caress, save to look up and question
Few moments more, and then I came
once
to where
With startled eyes and terror-frightThe narrow path emerged into a
ed lips:
cleared
"You are of Clintock's forces here?"
Encircling space with tall surroundHer grip
ing trees
Upon my coat was strained and tense.
Of dark foreboding form. Beside a With one brief nod I made reply. Her
small
eyes
Campfire that shed its ruddy gleam Held such a look of pain that I was
upon
wont
Her lovely face with spreading glow, To curse the heedless gods within . . .
there sat
What could
A woman, dark and beautiful to look It mean? My heart grew cold as if 't
Upon, whose blue-black hair fell
were drenched
heavily
And wrung in liquid ice . . . Again
In wondrous length, and slid about
she spoke:
her broad
"Go now—go quickly hence, my stranYoung shoulders with uncumbered,
ger friend!
careless grace.
'T is necessary that all haste be
She sang a song that ne'er before nor
made!
since
Millanton's troop is hov'ring 'long the
Has fallen on my ear ... . and now
ridge
I'm old
Beyond Blue Mount, and hither will
And worn .... but to the tale, my
advance
son . . .
At breaking dawn to charge the unIt was no wonder that the birds reprepared
fused
From whence you come. Make haste!
To blend their evening melodies . . .
Depart!
hers was
Repeat to Clintock every word which
A song far more superb, commanding
I
awe
Have whispered closely to your wondAnd silence from the woodland
'ring ear."
roundabout.
And speaking thusly, she did press
She seemed not startled by my
my head
strange approach,
Against her beating breast, and tears
But smiled in midst of singing and,
fell from
with nod
Her strangely glowing eyes upon my
Of head, acknowledged me as> one
brow
whom she'd
And burning cheek.
Anticipated long.
My heart was in my throat, and madly beat
With suffocating thud that set the
blood
Apace. What twoman this, so far beyond
Man's habitation, lonely, in a wood
Of Stygian night? Nearer I drew
beside
The fire's upleaping gleam that rose
to curl
In shadows round her straight dark
brow ... My son,
I trembled in her presence, though I
knew
Not why; I trembled and remembered
those
At home beside the Mill . . I spoke no
word,
But first came hers in low-toned accent clear:

My turmoiled thoughts
Arose in surging mass within my
brain.
Astonished, dazed, confounded all in
one,
•
I (ould but for a moment stare into
Those liquid eyes and touch her midnight hair.
Then with a movement sudden she
. arose
And dragged me to my leaden feet.
"Begone!"
,
She cried ... . And true, already was
the morn
Beginning to betray the wayward sun
That sought to climb the ragged
Eastern edge
And burst upon a breathless waiting
world
Disturbed with cruel plotting of its
men
(Continued To Page 5)
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Impressions of New
York
By BETTY BUSH
To the stranger, who for the first
time views its skyscrapers of rigid
steel and stone, its stuffy, dark subways, its bustle, noise, and apparently unlimited bounds, New York is a
maze of wonder, fascination, and unreality. But to one who knows New
York as Broadway, Fifth Avenue,
East River, and the Bowery, New
York is a world of its own with real
people, real situations, and real feelings.
Let us begin at the Pennsylvania
Station, for here in this mammoth
building one sees the flurry Of people
rushing to or from trains, or making
a quick inspection of the large rooms,
or jurt waiting, waiting, waiting.
Strangers often wonder aimlessly
about, lost in the maze of passages
and spaces. Even a real New Yorker,
upon turning out of his usual beaten
track will often become rattled as to
his direction.
If we wonder long enough we will
at last come to the subway marked
"Uptown Trains." Let's push through
the turnstile with the last minute
scurry and drag ourselves by main
force onto the train. Buzz-burr . . .,
the door shuts, and with jerk, which
nearly sends ue flying to the floor, we
are off into murky darkness rushing
uptown. The noise deafens us; the
dirt sickens us; the air nearly suffocates us; the people interest us. Before we have time to realize any of
this, the train jerks to a stop and we
pour out with the rest of the crowd.
We are at Times Square. We hurry
uprtairs for we too have caught the
"hurry fever" now. We are glad the
sparkling sun and the cool, fragrant
air once more, yet we do not stop to
comment on the fact for we are at
the busiest crossroads in the .world.
Here Forty Second Street, Seventh
Avenue, and Broadway all converge;
here traffic and pedestrains seem to
run riot, although in reality both are
well ordered. On we go, this time
walking and looking, commenting on,
Jind enjoying to the utmost—New

York.
We have walked a great distance
now, but are unaware of, the fact
that we are tired for here is a new
interest, the Chrysler Building. The
shining black marble, the sand grey
stone and far above the graceful towers with nickle trimmings lure us
into the modernistic foyer of the
building. We enter the elevator, and
in a moment we are shooting up, up,
and up. Finally we are at the top,
and the light feeling we have physically has a phsychological effect on
us for it gives us an exultant, lightof-heart mood which makes us laugh
gaily as the fresh cool breeze strikes
us. And why not?—-Haven't we the
whole world at our feet?
When we first look down we become
dizzy and our vision is hazy, but when
it begins to clear we find that what
we thought were ants, are really
automobiles, and those jumping specs
before our eyes are people. That big
worm is only an elevated train, and
the boats and rivers are real, not toys.
The buildings around us rise to
sword like points as if to pierce the
very sky, but we laugh for only one,
the Empire State, can surpass us in
height
A little pink cloud is so near that
we are almost confident that we
could give one leap and land on it.
But it is getting late, so let's go for
we must find a place for dinner. When
we reach the ground again, we have
trouble hearing, and our legs don't
want to hold us up.
After a unique dinner in a unique
little underground hole, we again
come up to the level of Broadway,
and oh I how we catch our breath at
the wonder of it all. It is a veritable
fairy land, where night is turned into day, and one is conscious only of i

THE
brillant lights, and gaiety. Surely no
other place in the world could give us
the indefineable feeling as we gaze
open-mouthed at the wonder of it all.
Look at that sign which covers nearly
the whole side of the building. See the
Pepsodent sign with the girl swinging. Look at the twinkle about that
sign on the roof of that building. Oh!
there's the Paramount sign, and the
Capitol; see Yoeng's and the Palais
d'Or. Watch the headlines, from the
New York Times as they are flashed
in lights around the Times Building.
The shrill whistle of the traffic
cop brings us to_ earth. Traffic is
changing. Hear1" the scraping of the
breaks, the shifting of gears, the
hurrying of people! Listen to the gay
laughter, mumble of conversation,
matches of song, the paper boys
shouting the news, the rumble of
subways, the honking of horns. It's
wonderful, fascinating, nerve wracking.
Far above the lights, the noise, and
the mob, the stars are shining. But
the stranger rarely, if ever comes to
the realization of this. New York has
him.

THE BATTLE OF BLUE MOUNT
(Continued from page 4)
Gone mad with battle lust . . .
A question might
Have asked, but in her eyes one look
checked my
Resolve. I turned away, fired strangely by
Her ringing words, and with one
longing glance
Into her weeping face, I ran like mad,
Retracing tangled paths bent only on
Desire for reaching camp where Clintock's band
Lay sleeping unaware of hovering
Catastrophe.
I never knew with what rapidity
I hurried to that place of war-begrimed
And blood-bedaubed. The men were
weary to
The death, and clung to sleep as starving dogs
Might cling to flesh withed ... An
instant more, .
And loudly rang my voice as if to
spur
The very dead to action. As the deep
Resounding roll of thunder peals in
quick
Response to lightning on the flash,
just so
That drowsy troop rose up at the
alarming word,
And ranged themselves in arms without delay.
'T was done a moment none too soon,
for sleek
Millanton slid his wily men across
The mountain serpent-wise and moved
With silent grace to stalk his prey.
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The ruddy fool! How shocked his
bulging eyes!
We met him on the ridge, and all
around
Blue Mount arose the sound of clashing swords
And throaty cries of men in combat
for
The victory.
T was glorious, son, to know
The final moment reached at last, to
see
The battle won . . . All over spread
'.ihe muck
Of filthy blood that stained our active
blades.
The dying moaned through gory lips;
the dead
Lay round in ghastly heaps, their
cold wide eyes
Upturned to all the glory of the light
That swung its earlyy beams across
(he East
Yes, yes, my son, it was hideous scene
And many a soldier turned away his
eyes
To lose the sick'ning sight, but victory
Swept clean the clouded minds and
checked the piteous strain,
And there was boisterous singing in
the camp
That night.
A fortnight later came the news
That shook my soul and struck my
staggering knees
To earth in frantic cries to God, the
Just.
Millanton, sinking 'neath the stress
of gaping wounds,
Lived long enough to laugh aloud
when one
Came running to assure him that a
deed
Of treason was revenged. The noose
had played
Its clever trick, and that fair singing
one,
The dark-eyed woman spy, favored
of all,
Had met the hand of justice and of
fate
MEMBERS OF '33 SHOW
UNUS.UAL LEADERSHIP
(Continued from page 1)
Blue Stone Orchestra: Elizabeth
Krouse; Virginia Orange.
Art Club: Katye Wray Brown;
Dorothy Martin; Martha Surber,
treasurer.
Debating Club: Elizabeth Krouse;
Nelle Taylor; Eloise Thompson.
Lanier Literary Society: Catherine
Bard; Mary Coyner, Jean Gills; Virginia Hallett; Jenny Lind Hockman;
Eleanor Moore; Virginia Orange;
Rhoda Price; Barbara Stratton;
Prudence Spooner; Helen Wick.
Page Literary Society: Bernice
Bowden; Elizabeth Bush; Margaret
Campbell; Christobel Childs; Janet
Lowrie; Dorothy Martin; Laura Melchor; Emilyn Peterson; Virginia
Richards; Emma Jane Shultz; Nelle
Taylor.
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Lee Literary Society: Jacqueline
Baker; Katye Wray Brown; Martha
Franklin; Mary Haga; Piercy Williams.
Blue Stone Cotillion Club: Catherine Bard; Elizabeth Bush; Mary
Coyner; Sarah Face; Mary Haga;
Virginia Hallett; Jenny Lind Hockman; Virginia Orange; Emilyn Peterson; R'hoda Price; Barbara Stratton; Piercy Williams; Helen Wick.
Varsity Hockey Squad: Jacqueline
Baker; Bernice Bowden; Margaret
Campbell; Lucy Coyner; Mary Haga;
captain elect, varsity hockey; Janet
Lowrie; Emilyn Peterson.
Varsity basketball squad: Lucy
Coyner; Bernice English; Mary
Haga; Pete Peterson.
Class Swimming Team: Jacqueline
Baker; Bernice Bowden; Margaret
Campbell; Lucy Coyner; Mary Haga;
Janet Lowrie; Dorothy Martin; Emilyn Peterson; champion individual
swimmer; Alberta Stevens.
Athletic Council: Lucy Coyner;
Sally Face; Mary Haga; Laura Melchor; Emilyn Peterson; Eloise
Thompson.
Frances Sale Club: Christine Bowman; Martha Franklin; Annie Lowrie Harvey; Laura Humphries; Elna
Mason; Emid Moss; Dorothy Myers;
Martha Surber; Mildred Weadon.
Le Cercle Francais: Margaret
Campbell; Lois Drewry; Jean Gill;
Ruth Henshaw; Lillian Holland;
Elizabeth Krouse; Janet Lowrie;
Gladys Myers; Emma Jane Shultz;
Prudence Spooner; Barbara Stratton,
Louise Watkins.
STUDENTS SELECT
MINOR OFFICERS
(Continued from page 1)
Sally Face is a member of the
Page Literary Society, Blue Stone
Cotillion Club, librarion and vice-president of the Glee Club, Recorder-ofPoints, Head Cheer leader, Class
Cheer leader, a delegate to the Athletic Council, and business-manager
of Junior Class.
Laura Melchor is treasurer of the
Junior Class, member of Music Committee, Y. W. C. A., Bluestone Orchertra, Athletic Council, Choral Club,
and has been assistant cheer leader,
Chairman of program committee of
Page Literary Society, Sergeant-atarms Freshman Class, and Freshman
Class cheer leader.
Virginia Ruby is treasurer Page
Literary Society, member of Y. W.
C. A. Cabinet, Art Club, Breeze staff.

HARRISONBURG. VA.

Marietta Melson is a member of the
Lanier Literary Society, the Bluestone Cotillion Club, varsity hockey
team, squads, class team, and leader.
Virginia Jones is chairman of the
program committee of the French
Circle, member of the Page Literary
Society, Breeze Staff, Business Manager of Choral Club, Nominating
Convention, Freshman basketball
rquad.
,
Catherine Manke is a member of
the Student Council, Sckoolma'am
staff, and Debating Club.
Sarah Lemmon is a member of the
Breeze staff, Alpha Rho Delta, Sophomore Council, French Circle, Secretary of Debating Club, and Scribblers.
Lois Bishop is a member of the Lee
Literary Society, the Art Club, and
the Glee Club.
Pamelia Parkins has been prominent in activities of the Freshman
Class, especially displaying remarkable ability along the cheerleading
line.
Lois Bishop was entertained at a
Birthday Breakfast Sunday morning
at the Stage Coach Tea Room by
Louisa Williamson, Dot Williams,
Eleanor Wilkins and Peggy Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Williams and Elwood Jr., of Norfolk and Madalene
Newbill of Harrisonburg, were invited guests.

Not these Bracelets
Don't
Ask

Merit Shoe Store
LADY ENDICOTT
HOSE
Service Weight, 69c, 2 pr. $1.25

W. L. Figgatt
WEST MARKET ST.

The
Dean Studio

Elizabeth Tudor is former member
publicity committee of Y. W. C. A.
and Sophomore Council, and former
Vice-president of Sophomore Class.
Rebecca Comer is a member of the
Y. w. u. A. Cabinet, Choral Club,
Class Hockey Team, and Alpha Literary Society.
Margaret Campbell is Vice-president of Junior Class, member of the
Page Literary Society, French Circle,
former member of Student Council,
Special Hockey, Class Hockey Leader,
Varsity swimming squad, Class
Swimming Leader, Tennis and Swimming teams, and Assistant Business
Manager of the Breeze.

Groceries and Meats

BUT you can get dozens of
kinds of beads—and wristlets—and bracelets — and
pendants — and lingerie
clasps—and "bobby" pins
—and—and a lot more.
•■,■

W. T. Grant Co.

i

44 So. Main
V

Winer Bra*.

A

I R G I N I A
PROGRAM

fotos frames finishing

-*-•*-

Monday
"Safe in Hell" with
Dorothy MacKaill and
Donald Cook
Tuesday
"Rich Man's Folly" with
George Bancroft
Wednesday and Thursday
"Fireman, Save My Child"
with Joe E. Brown
Friday
"Tonight or Never" with
Gloria Swanson and Melvyn
Douglas
Saturday
"The Gay Buckaroo" with
Hoot Gibson

of the Better kind

St a. 4*fcf

OLJLU

If you need Stationery, Cards,
Victor Machines and Records,
Radios, Novelties and Gifts,
come to—

THE VALLEY GIFT
%fUf <V<AAf "MAX

AND BOOK SHOP
120 South Main St.
HARRISONBURG, VA.

Jos. Ney~&T Sons
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H. T. C. REPRESENTED

BY MISS F. BOEHMER
New Officers To Be FRESHMAN DEFEAT
STUART HALL SIX
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
Installed March 23
logy
of
student regulations proved
of the Athletic Association.
most
suggestive.
At Convocation Ex. Besides the regular members of the

WHAT DO YOU
THINK?

The inquiring reporter asked "How
do you think the Breeze could be imSocial
life
received
a
share
of
the
varsity squad there were several
PRES. CHARLES SMITH OF ROA- other students as well as faculty delegates' attention. On Sunday night proved, or do you like it as it is?"
Grace Williams', sophomore: "I
NOKE COLLEGE TO SPEAK
members who attended the game. Fac- the Bicentennial Masque, which
symbolized
the
founding
of
our
counliked
the way the Society column was
The annual installation of Student ulty members who went and furnish- try as influenced by Washington's written up in the Sophomore Breeze
ed
their
cars
for
transportation
inGovernment officers and quarterly
spirit, proved most interesting.
better than I do the usual way. And
Convocation exercises will take place clude: Dr. Duke, Dr. Pickett, Mr.
At the banquet Thursday night in I like continued stories, too."
Logan,
Dr.
Converse,
Mrs.
Johnston,
in chapel on Wednesday, March 23.
the Mayflower Ballroom, -Cornelia
Alberta Stevens, junior: "I don't
The-speaker on this occasion will be and Mr. Shorts. The two college cars Sorabji, President of Federation of
were
also
used
as
a
means
for
transespecially
like the idea of having conPres. Charles Smith of Roanoke ColUniversity Women, Calcutta, India, tinued stories in them—they get raporting the team.
lege.
gave a stimulating talk on, "Squar- ther boring. I think the exchanges
The lineup of the game is as folThe service will proceed as usual,
ing With the Changing Order in In- are very interesting, though."
the old officers, Harriet Ullrich, Nor- lows:
d!a." Incidentally, Miss Sbrabji is a
folk, Kitty Bowen, Mellchums River; Harrisonburg 48
Sarah Lemmon, sophomore: "More
Stuart Hall 28 lawyer and an opponent of Gandhi.
Catherine Mlarkham, Portsmouth; McDonald (21) RF
articles
that are real news should be
Martin
Friday afternoon was distinguishSue Leith, Aldie, giving place to the Pittman (27)
LF
Gould ed by two teas. The White House was printed, rather than those thing.',
new ones: Katye Wray Brown, Roa- Milnes.
JC Davidson (c) the scene of the first team, with Miss which everyone knows happened a
noke; Sally Face, Hampton; Laura Couter
SC
Prescott Hoover the gracious hostess. As the week or so ago. And the issue should
Melchor, Winston-Salem, N. G; Lois Fultz
RG
Bragdon delegates were introduced by a young appear Wednesday instead of SaturBishop, Norfolk. The oath of office Van Landingham LG
Soulrburg aide in a handsome uniform, Mrs. j day, I think."
will be administered to each new ofSubstitutions: Harrisonburg—Todd Hoover proferred a welcoming hand I Hazel Jones, senior: "I like it as
ficer.
(for McDonald, McDonald for Todd, and ushered the guests through the
a whole, but don't you think-if more
IBuie for Courter, Courier for Buie; adjoining" rooms, so beautifully "arR.M.W.C.TOBENEXT ) Stuart Hall—Bond for Martin, Win- rayed with flowers. The second tea outside news were printed it would
But I think it's very good for a
A. A. U. W. HOSTESS field for Prescott, Stephenson for was served at the Clubhouse of the help.
Bragdon.
American Association of University student publication and besides, it
Referee:
Miss
Deehins,
Staunton
Women.
gives the students what they want."
MRS. COOK AND MISS TURNER
The Convention closed with a fareTO ATTEND
High School.
I well luncheon on Saturday morning.
: Many delegates stayed longer, howThe Virginia branch of the Ameriever, so as to view the many interestcan Association of University Women
ing places in Washington.
will hold its State meeting at Randolph-Macon Women's College, LynWashington University, on Februchburg, March 18 and 19. Mrs. Dexter
Otey, of Lynchburg, is president of COLONIAL NATIONAL MONU- ary 20, celebrated dual anniversary
dates, commemorating both Washingthe Virginia branch and Mrs. Edwin
MENT IS TOPIC
ton University's 75th year and the
Cox, of Richmond, is secretary.
Job and Commercial
200th anniversary of George WashMrs. Annie B. Cook and Miss Clara
B.
Floyd
Flickinger,
assistant
park
ington's birthday.
G. Turner will represent the Harris—Student Life.
onburg branch of the A. A. U. W. at historian of the National Park SerPRINTERS
vice,
will
give
an
illustrated
lecture
the state meeting.
in Wilson Hall on Thursday, March
More debunking of popular fan10. This lecture is to be on the Col- cies! From one of the members of the
onial National Monument at York- Royal Society of Medicence in LonPhone 89
town.
don comes the news that high heels
Mr. Flickinger is including Harris- are a harmless vanity on the part of
DAYTON, VA.
onburg in a tour which is making woman and that they cause no serious
this month, giving lectures on this injury to the wearer.
GLADYS FARRAR IS CHAIRMAN subject.
—Virginia Tech.
OF NEW PROJECT

Flickenger Gives
Lecture At H. T. C.

The

VISIT

GEORGE'S CANDY
KITCHEN
On Your Way Downtown

Even it you came to
school with a trunk b-u-l-gi-n-g with good looking
clothes

YOU
Owe It To
Yourself
to come in and let us show J
you what tempting new
styles we have, temptingly
low in price.

Shenandoah Press

HARRISONBURG, VA.

Y.W.GA.ToSponsor Sundae Program
For Town Children

The Y. W. C. A. will begin Sunday
working and entertaining the little
children ten years of age and under
from Patterson street and within the
neighboring vicinity with the inten'.ion of making this permanent work
between the girls and little children.
The student committee, of which
Gladys Farrar is the chairman is
composed of some girls majoring in
physical education, some taking primary kindgarten grammar grade,
and those interested in the welfare of
small children. They will spend an
hour each Sunday afternoon in the
little gym telling them stories singing songs and probably dramatizing
some of the stories.
An adult committee with Miss Seeger as chairman was organized to act
as an advisory committee to the girls
in helping to make this a successful
and permanent plan.
This will be helpful to the college
girls giving them practical experience
with little children and will indeed be
elevating to the children, keeping
them busily occupied on Sunday
afternoons.

When in need
of
Ladies Ready-to-Wear
Visit

LOVETT & GARBER, INC.

RALPH'S

"Beautiful Shoes and Hosiery"

Harrisonburg'8 only E rclusive
Ladies Shoppe

HARRISONBURG, VA.

38 S. MAIN ST.

Open Thursday Morning
March 10th at 9 A. M.

#»»»3S3»ss»»»&KaKaa««aKa8s
Come to see us for
Drugs, Toilet Articles
Kodaks

NEW

EVERYTHING
NEW STORE
NEW SHOES

NEW STYLES
NEW PRICES
USEFUL GIFTS TO ALL ON OPENING DAY

Reilly Drug Co.
Kavanaugh Hotel Annex
■;■;■;■;■;■:■'■;■:■ :■:■;■>;■;> ;■;■:>;■;■;•;■>;■

JOHN W. TALIAFERRO
AND SONS

JEWELERS
Expert Watch and Jewelry
Repairing

LILLIAN GOCHENOUR
Exclusive Millinery
Blue Moon Hose
Vanity Fair Underwear
124 E. Market St.

"YES
We laundry rugs, curtains,
blankets etc. We call for and
deliver.
TROY STEAM LAUNDRY
Phone 92"

Jewelers
On the Square

)»»»3»S»»BS3»»3K««««aaaKK83

YOU
CAN
LEARN
ABOUT
VALUES
FROM
US!

WELCOME
We Hope You Like It.

S

The Fashion Shop

Since 1900

56 S. Main St.

D. C. DEVIER & SONS

EW
ANITARY Our Foods are
better than
ODA .
made by
ANDWICH ever;
our French
HOPPE
Chef. And oh,
our drinks; Judge for yourself.
"Servi e With A Smile."

;•;•:•;•:•;■:■;■:■;•:■;■;■.■>,■,■;■;■;■;
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assa ■&X0X8X0ittQiOiOi^^
There's a bit of health in every bite at

Get your sliced bread for

CANDYLAND
Candies are made in our modern, sanitary kitchen each
day, only ingredients of purest quality used. Syrups and ice
cream made daily in our own plant. All equipment including
soda fountain inspected daily.
Cuisine the best the market affords. Travelers look
upon CANDYLAND as the
Rendezvous of Connoisseurs
and why,—The tempting taste tells the tale.

FETZERS •>

sandwiches at

Harrisonburg's One Price Cash Store

Harliu Bros.

The best things for College Girls may be found here
Pumps, Oxfords, One straps—Hosiery, Gloves, Undies

and

See our $1.00 and $1.35 Silk Stoekings

Piggly Wiggly
X8»a»»»»MK8Ke»M»KtCKKeceCKKSK? m8»SS3C8S»»SSS»SS»8
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We Invite You To
Shop At Our
Store

OPPOSITE POST OFFICE

Exclusive

B. NEY & SONS

Ladies Ready-To-Wear

FASHION CENTER OF THE VALLEY

And Shoes At Lowest Prices

